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Abstract. This paper proposed and implemented a QoS-Aware MPEG-4 
authoring tool with provision of content interaction control, which is named the 
Q4AT system. Q4AT provides friendly user interface in a WYSWYG manner 
for users to create their favorite MPEG-4 scenes. The characteristics of Q4AT 
are as follows. (i) The description of a scene is based on the standard BIFS 
language. (ii) The creation of the object description is based on the syntactic 
description language (SDL). (iii) All descriptions are VRML-based. A VRML-
based system is compatible to different browsers and operation systems. 
Therefore, the author could simplify the steps of creating an MPEG-4 scene. 
(iv) Q4AT supports the functions of the quality of service by the proposed 
object priority differentiation control. Using Q4AT, authors are transparent to 
the MPEG-4 processing layers and are capable of concentrating on the editing 
function usage of the Q4AT. Q4AT makes it possible to easily create a 
complicated MPEG-4 scene and reduce the difficulty of MPEG-4 media 
creation and presentation. 

1. Introduction 

MPEG-4 is a compression standard developed by ISO/IEC MPEG (Moving Picture 
Experts Group) and is totally different from MPEG-1/2. MPEG-4 standard improves 
the efficiency of media compression and tries to provide the applications integrating 
multimedia, communications, and computers [1]. The fundamental infrastructure of 
MPEG-4 is object-oriented and media operations (presentations) described in an 
MPEG-4 scene [2], [3]. An MPEG-4 scene combines the object descriptions of 
natural and synthetic media objects, e.g., the text, image, 3D, audio, and video 
objects, which can be manipulated by interaction operations [4], [5], [6]. To achieve a 
user-oriented MPEG-4 scene presentation, a user friendly MPEG-4 authoring tool is 
urgently required [7], [8]. Using a well-design authoring tool, a film maker could 
dynamically change the structure of an MPEG-4 scene to achieve the desired 
presentation contents [9], [10]. 

In the paper, we proposed and implemented a QoS-Aware MPEG-4 authoring tool 
with provision of content interaction control (Q4AT). Q4AT is developed using 
VC++, OpenGL, and VRML languages. Q4AT uses the standard BIFS language and 
the syntactic description language (SDL) to create the descriptions of a scene and the 
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media objects, respectively. All descriptions are VRML-based to be compatible to 
different browsers and operation systems. To support multimedia communications, 
Q4AT provides the QoS specifications via the proposed object priority differentiation 
control. Q4AT provides friendly user interface in a WYSWYG manner for users to 
create their favorite MPEG-4 scenes. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the system 
architecture of Q4AT. Section 3 illustrates the implementation results and usage of 
Q4AT. Section 4 concludes this paper. 

2. The System Architecture of Q4AT 

Figure 1 depicts the system architecture of Q4AT. The processes of creating a 
standard MPEG-4 file (.mp4) are composed of authoring actions, e.g., the Edit 
actions, the Preview actions, and the Save actions. For example, an author news 
(opens) an mp4 file to edit, previews the authoring results using the VRML-enabled 
window, and saves the final results in the mp4 format [11]. The main components of 
the Q4AT system are (i) the Editing Board component and (ii) the Q4AT Function 
component, which are described as follows. 
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Fig. 1. The system architecture of the Q4AT system. 

2.1 Editing Board Component 

Figure 2 illustrates the user interface, which is Editing Board component of Q4AT. 
There are five control modules composed of the editing component, which are (i) Pre-
define Button, (ii) OpenGL Device, (iii) Property Area, (iv) Scene Tree Structure 
Area, and (v) Preview Window. We describe the functionality of control modules as 
follows. 
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Fig. 2. The user interface of Q4AT 

2.1.1 Pre-define Button 
OpenGL Device is responsible for rendering an MPEG-4 scene in the WYSWYG 
way [12]. OpenGL Device translates and displays all editing actions of a scene author. 
Figure 3 illustrates the display result after editing media object using OpenGL Device. 
An author can change the coordination and view points of objects. When the 
properties of objects are changed, OpenGL Device re-displays the modified object at 
the same time. 
(i). Object Button. Object Button provides the functionality for an MPEG-4 author 

to create various media objects via the defined icons. The icons of Object 
Button include Sphere, Cylinder, Cone, Cube, Teapot, Torus, Text, Video, and 
Audio. An author uses the icons of Object Button creates (editing) an 
complicated MPEG-4 scene, which is composed of the 2D、3D、picture、
text、audio, and video objects. Noted that there are corresponding video and 
audio files, which is specifies by the author, for the creation of video and audio 
objects. The scene author adds these objects to OpenGL Device and specifies 
the properties of media objects. 

 

Fig. 3. Pre-define buttons of Q4AT. 

(ii). Preview Button. An author uses Preview Button to view the designed scene in 
advance of the next editing operation. The control policy of Pre-view Button is 
to trigger the VRML preview window and pop-up from Q4AT. 

(iii). Save Button. An author uses Save Button to save the editing results of the 
designed MPEG-4 scene. When Save Button is clicked, MPEG-4 File Generator 
activates to collect attribute information of objects and MPEG-4 File Generator 
packs the related object files into a standard .mp4 file. 
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2.1.2 OpenGL Device 
OpenGL Device translates and displays all editing actions of a scene author. Figure 4 
illustrates the display result after editing media object using OpenGL Device. An 
author can change the coordination and view points of objects. When the properties of 
objects are changed, OpenGL Device re-displays the modified object at the same 
time. 

 

Fig. 4. A display example using OpenGL Device. 

2.1.3 Property Area 
Property Area provides different objects of an MPEG-4 scene with the assignment of 
object attributes. Different objects may have same properties, e.g., color assignment, 
spatial/temporal values, and QoS priority, and also have heterogeneous properties, 
e.g., text font, encoding types of audio/video files, and sphere radius. The Property 
Area displays the designed object properties and gives the author the limitation of 
authority for editing different kind of media objects. OpenGL Device directly renders 
the modification of objects. Figure 5-(a) and -(b) illustrates a dialog example of using 
Property Area for specifying the attributes of a sphere object and a text object, 
respectively. In Property Area, some fields for specifying an object are changeable 
and some files are not. An author can modify the attribute files of a sphere object, 
including innerRadius, outerRadius, insides, rings, color and QoS.  

   

           (a)                        (b)  

Fig. 5. The dialog windows of Property Area for (a) sphere object and (b) text object. 
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2.1.4 Preview Window 
Scene Tree Structure Area displays the tree structure of an MPEG-4 scene, which 
illustrates the detailed information about media objects, including the object id, the 
object name, the object type, and the temporal/spatial relationship between other 
media objects. Figure 6 depicts the functions of Scene Tree Structure Area and is 
described as follow. 
(i). As an author uses Pre-define Button to add a medium object on OpenGL 

Device, Scene Tree Structure Area creates the corresponding tree node. A node 
of the scene tree contains the object information, e.g., object ID and object type. 

(ii). When an author clicks a node of Scene Tree Structure Are, Property Area 
displays its properties to set attribute values of the node, i.e., the medium object. 

(iii). An author can drag a node of scene tree to change the relationship between 
other nodes. To ensure the attribute consistence between tree nodes, Q4AT 
automatically monitors the legality of scene objects to prevent some violation 
situations. 

 

Fig. 6. An illustration example of Scene Tree Structure Area. 

2.1.5 Preview Window 
Preview Window is a pop-up window for scene authors to preview the results of 
scene realization. Preview Window was manipulated via VRML. Using VRML, the 
problem that OpenGL Device can’t integrate with the video objects is solved. 
Furthermore, VRML supports the capability of content interaction. A scene author is 
capable of dynamically and conveniently adjusting the status of a scene in a 
WYSWYG manner. 

2.2 Q4AT Function Component 

The Q4AT Function component is responsible for executing and realizing the 
authoring actions. All authoring actions can be considered as the transmission of 
action messages between Q4AT Function component and the author i.e., Editing 
Board component. The Q4AT Function is mainly composed of the Authoring Action 
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Collector, Object Property Controller, BIFS File Translator, VRML Translator, and 
MP4 File Generator, which provide an author with a transparent environment to easily 
create a desired MPEG-4 presentation. We describe the main control modules as 
follows. 
(i). Authoring Action Collector gathers the editing actions of a scene author and 

sends editing actions to Q4AT Manager. Q4AT Manager distributes actions 
messages to the related Editors to manipulate media object.  

(ii). Object Property Controller gets action messages, including the adding, deleting, 
properties modification, refreshing actions, from the Q4AT Manager. Then, 
Object Property Controller transmits the gathering messages to OpenGL Device 
and BIFS File Translator for the displaying and translation of a scene. 

(iii). BIFS File Translator detects changes of object properties and keeps up the latest 
properties prepared for VRML Translator and MP4 File Generator. The main 
purpose of BIFS File Translator is to create the scene description and object 
description of MPEG-4 standard, and then generates the BIFS file.  

(iv). VRML Translator gets the BIFS file from BIFS File Translator and translates 
the BIFS file into the formats of VRML syntax used for Preview Window. 

(v). The main function of MP4 File Generator is to build the standard MPEG-4 file 
(.mp4). MP4 File Generator gathers all media files of the corresponding media 
objects and packs the media files with scene/object description into a standard 
MPEG-4 file. 

3. Usage of Q4AT 

The steps of realizing an MPEG-4 scene are to add media objects into a scene, to 
modify the properties of objects, to preview the authoring results, and to finally save 
the editing results. Figure 7 illustrates an example of editing an MPEG-4 scene using 
Q4AT. Figure 7-(a) shows the authoring results of adding two objects into OpenGL 
Device. A scene author uses mouse to easily drag media objects in a scene and to 
change their spatial attributes or viewpoint. An author uses Scene Tree Structure Area 
to add a corresponding node at the same time. There are two ways to modify the 
properties of a medium object. (i) An author can use the mouse to click the object in 
OpenGL Device. Or, (ii) an author clicks the node of Scene Tree Structure Area to 
modify the properties of the node. These two actions will trigger the Object Property 
Area to display corresponding properties of nodes, and then scene author modifies the 
changeable attributes in Object Property Area and change the attribute values directly. 
Note that not all properties in Object Property Area are modifiable, for example, the 
spatial value of a medium object is unchangeable. Figure 7-(b) depicts the color 
dialog for modifying the colors of an object. Figure 7-(c) shows the timeline dialog 
for editing the start/end time of a medium object. OpenGL Device displays all 
modifications in real-time for the scene author. 

Due to the critical limitation of integrating video objects by using OpenGL, Q4AT 
uses a 2-D rectangle to express a video object and provides VRML Preview Window 
to solve the problem of OpenGL. Furthermore, the designed interaction functions are 
useful and convenient for scene authors to adjust the deployment of scene objects by 
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using VRML. Figure 79-(d) shows the display example of a video object in OpenGL 
Device. Figure 7-(e) illustrates the preview result of using VRML Preview Window to 
preview the deployment of scene objects. 

   
(a) (b) 

   
                     (c)                                         (d) 

 
(e)  

Fig. 7. (a) Adding two media objects. (b) A Color dialog. (c) A TimeLine dialog. (d) Adding 
video object into a scene. (e) Using VRML Window to preview. 

After authoring the MPEG-4 scene, the BIFS File Translator of Q4AT translates 
the designed scene tree into the scene.bt file, which contains the standard BIFS 
commands with text format. Q4AT adopts the MP4Box encoder [13] to interpret the 
BIFS commands in the scene.bt file and then encode the BIFS commands into the 
scene.mp4 file. The scene.mp4 file is just the scene and object description file with 
binary format. The related media content files are pointed in the scene.mp4. Figure 8 
depicts the processing procedure of generating a recognized .mp4 file and the 
processing steps are as follows. 
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(i). The acceptable medium format for the video objects is the .media format. 
Firstly, Q4AT adopts the DivxEnc converter [14] to translate the original 
medium file with .avi format into the intermediate file with .m4v format. 
Secondly, Q4AT adopts the MP4Creater60 converter [15] to translate the 
intermediate medium file from the .m4v format into the .mp4 format. However, 
the .mp4 format file created by MP4Creator60 is only the MPEG-4 simple 
profile format, which can’t be used for the MPED-4 core profile environment, 
i.e., the multiple object authoring and presentation environment. Therefore, 
Q4AT adopts the MP4Box encoder to translate the .mp4 file into there files 
with the .nhnt, .info, and .media formats. The generated medium file 
with .media format can be realized by MP4Box for video and audio objects. 

(ii). The acceptable medium format for the audio objects is the .media or .mp3 
format. 

(iii). The acceptable medium format for the image objects is the .jpg or .bmp format. 

 

Fig. 8. The processing procedure of generating a .mp4 file. 

To prove the feasibility of Q4AT, this paper uses the well-known MPEG-4 players, 
including the Osmo4 of ENST [16], the M4Play of IBM [17], and the MAXPEG of 
DigiMax [18], to present the generated .mp4 file. Figure 9-(a), -(b), and -(c) depicts 
an MPEG-4 file presentation results, which is authored by Q4AT, by using the Osmo4 
player, the M4Play player, and the MAXPEG player, respectively. Figure 10 depicts 
the designed MPEG-4 scene presented on a PDA. The MPEG-4 player is the Osmo4, 
which is WinCE-based and is the only available MPEG-4 player for handheld 
devices. 
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            (a)                               (b) 

 

(c)  

Fig. 9. The MPEG-4 presentation illustrations using (a) Osmo4 player, (b) M4Play player, and 
(c) the MAXPEG player. 

      
Fig. 10. The MPEG-4 presentation illustration on a PDA 

4. Conclusion 

In the paper, we proposed and implemented a QoS-Aware MPEG-4 authoring tool 
with provision of content interaction control (Q4AT). The Q4AT system provides the 
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friendly user interface and helps the author easily create an MPEG-4 scene composed 
of heterogeneous media objects. The capabilities of the QoS-aware with the object 
priority control and the content interaction with the interaction event control are 
provided in the Q4AT system. To achieve a smooth MPEG-4 presentation, the Q4AT 
system designs Object Property Area to specify the temporal/spatial relations of the 
media objects. The main goal of Q4AT is to provide powerful functionality for 
authors, who don’t need have the complicated MPEG-4 knowledge, are capable of 
creating a standard MPEG-4 file. 
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